**2175 - Maxi-Shear™ Flush Cutter**

**Product Description**

A strong, durable cutter that is ideal for jewelry making, wire crafts, basketry, caning and for cutting lead came used for stained glass work.

Micro-Shear® blade by-pass cutting technology produces clean, flat cuts.

Designed for cutting soft wire up to 12 AWG (2mm)

**Key Features**

- Utilizes a shearing cut: the by-pass cutting edges slice cleanly through metal
- Cutting edges last longer because the cutting edges never meet
- Requires only half the effort to cut metal as compared to conventional jewelry cutters.
- Overall length 6", length of cut 1/2"
- Made in USA

**Additional Information**

**Type of Tool:** Cutter

**Type of Cut:** Shear

**Project type:** Jewelry manufacturing, general hobbies and crafts, bead stringing

**Wire size:** 12-30 AWG

**Material(s):** Wire, Silver Wire, Plastic Sprue, Plastic Cable Ties, Plastic (de-gating), Picture Framing Wire, Gold Wire, Electrical Wire, Craft Wire, Copper Wire, Bead Wire, Annealed Wire, Monofilament
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